Industry Association Collaboration –
The SA Events Council Story

Let’s Keep Safe

What is
Collaboration?

How do you make it
work in A PANDEMIC
within an Association
and by ASSOCIATION.

AAXO

Association of African Exhibition Organizers

EXSA

Exhibition & Events Association of Southern Africa

SACIA

Southern African Communications Industries Association

SAACI

Southern African Association for the Conference Industry

TPSA

Technical Production & Services Association Special Interest

ESC

Event Safety Council Special Interest

CEPA

Council for Event Professionals Africa

EGF

Event Greening Forum

PCO-AN

PCO Alliance Network Voluntary Association

PSASA

Professional Speakers Association of Southern Africa

ICCA

International Congress & Convention Association

SITE

Africa Society for Incentive Travel Excellence (Africa)

TEBCO

Township Economy & Business Council

SALPA

South African Live Performance Association

Continue to
engage with

1st Meeting in
April 2020

Weekly
Meetings
A Broad Events
Industry
Reference Group

14 business events, exhibitions, live events and related industry
associations.

Purpose
Members of the SA EVENTS COUNCIL recognize that they can achieve their objectives more effectively through co-operation and
collaboration, and undertake to work together in order to:
§ Strengthen the voice of the exhibition and event sector through effective advocacy and research
§ Promote exhibitions and live events as the most powerful face-to-face marketing channel
§ Drive education, training and best practice in the industry
§ Nurture young talent and promote careers in our sector
§ Recognize achievement and excellence
§ Promote sound and ethical work practices including health & safety best practice
§ Help members grow their businesses

Advocacy
&
Lobbying
Government

§ Deliver events and networking channels that allow our members to build peer-to-peer contacts.
§ Promote the adoption of standards and industry certification in all aspects of the events industry
The foregoing list of duties is not exhaustive, and the SA EVENTS COUNCIL may, in addition, perform such other functions as may be
necessary or appropriate for the effective performance of its purpose.

On Wednesday, 22 July 2020, the Southern African Association for the Conference Industry (SAACI) organized the
Proof of Concept event in collaboration with the South African Events Council and in association with the Events Safety Council.
The in-person elements were hosted at Century City Conference Centre in Cape Town, Southern Sun Elangeni & Maharani in Durban, the Focus
Rooms in Johannesburg, Running Waters Exclusive Venue in Port Elizabeth, and the CSIR International Convention Centre in Pretoria.
The Proof-of-Concept event saw just over 500 people in attendance, with 250 people attending in-person (50 per venue) and a further 305
attendees streaming the event online.

Most of these organisations have come together in an events alliance…

#Jab4Events

Problem statement: Hospitality Sector
General
•

Covid-19 has decimated the travel, tourism, conferencing,
cruises and hospitality sectors in respect of:
• Over 470 000 jobs have been lost
• Business closures
• Heavy set-back on transformation

•

While industry protocols are in use and effective, the
hospitality sector has not recovered due to:
• Fear of infection
• SA high infection rates has led to many international
destinations “red flagging” us
• Lack of clarity and certainty on travel
• Regulations restricting gathering, travel, curfew

• If other countries open first, they will have an advantage
when it comes to attracting tourists

Specific challenges
For inbound travelers
• Other countries have adopted digital
certificate to verify documents while SA has
not
• Lack of certainty on whether travelers will be
allowed to travel if they are fully vaccinated
and/or have a PCR Test
For outbound South African travelers
• The current vaccine card is not recognized by
many countries
• South Africans are restricted due to no digital
vaccine certificate
Ongoing uncertainty and “RED LIST” of SA is a significant
barrier to hospitality recovery

Proposals for recovery, growth
and transformation:
Towards a new, safe normal

Approach
u

We would like to see the safe return of delegates,
spectators, audiences and tourists guided by the
principles of

u

The key measures to achieve this are:
1.

Co-promotion of vaccine roll out to meet
govt targets

u

Safety first

u

Holistic and integrated approach

2.

Vaccine certification

u

Differentiation per sector/area where
warranted

3.

u

Partnership

u

Inclusivity

Phased implementation of health and safety
protocols at all events/venues in line with
Health and Safety Direction

u

Equity

u

Securing lives and livelihoods, saving jobs and
businesses

u

Relief or economic support for sectors if they
are not able to operate as a result of restrictions

These measures remain an ongoing work in
progress. Continuous engagement amongst all
social partners has been key in getting our
industry MOVING TOWARDS RECOVERY

THANK YOU

Let’s Keep Safe

